Newsletter - Easter 2021

SUCCESSFUL REOPENING!
#AMAZING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

The Willow Room
is now open! Turn
to page 6 for more
details...
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HEADTEACHER’S MESSAGE

Return to a Happy & Vibrant Learning Environment
As we come to the end of what has
been an extra-ordinary term, I am in
awe of the adaptability and resilience
shown by both staff and pupils over
the last three months. Our community
has experienced another National
Lockdown and resulting partial closure,
followed by a full re-opening and a
return to ‘face to face’ education. In his
message for Lent 2021, Pope Francis
reminds us that now is the time for
renewing the theological virtues of
faith, hope and love: with the challenges
our world faces, never have these been
more important in our daily lives.
We were delighted to welcome all pupils back
in March, and this edition of our half-termly
newsletter shares with you some of the learning
that has gone on in classrooms since their
return. Our curriculum offer continues to engage
and challenge pupils. It has been a joy to visit
classrooms over recent days to see happy and
vibrant learning environments. We have officially
opened The Willow Room: this is our Chaplaincy

UKMT
Mathematics
Challenge
The Barlow enters the UK Mathematics
Challenge each year, and as it was National
Lockdown when the event took place,
pupils participated in the competition at
home, under examination conditions.
Nicholas, a talented mathematician, achieved the
highest mark in the school and achieved a silver UKMT
Award, which meant he performed well compared to
all pupils that took part nationally. Well-done Nicholas.
A fantastic achievement!

Wellbeing Room for pupils in need of a ‘safe
space’. Our thanks to Fr. Michael Deas from St.
Catherine’s for officiating at this ceremony. On
behalf of staff and governors, may I take this
opportunity to wish you a happy and holy
Easter with your families. We look forward to
welcoming pupils back on 19th April for the start
of the summer term.
Ms C Wallace
Headteacher

TEACHING & LEARNING

Successful Reopening - Amazing Learning Environment
It is important to say a masive ‘thank
you’ to all our families for the amazing
job you undertook during the partial
closure of school due to the National
Lockdown.
We recognise this was a challenge in numerous
forms and would like to share our sincere thanks
in supporting your child or children in continuing
their studies. We are delighted that over 85% of
our school community engaged in home learning
with over 100,000 positive points awarded, with
many accolades being Home Learning Heroes –
this is testament to the hard-working community
your child is a part of!
Our school curriculum helps pupils to achieve high
standards, high challenge and make excellent
progress. At KS3, the curriculum is broad and
balanced and pupils learn essential knowledge
built around the foundation of a ‘learning journey’
to ensure they have a deep understanding across
a range of subjects. There are many opportunities
built into lessons to secure the need to recall and
retrieve previous learning so that knowledge is
fully embedded.
At KS4, the courses are carefully planned to
ensure that content is thoroughly revisited and
this undoubtedly prepares pupils for external
examinations at the end of the course. There is
a plethora of opportunities for pupils, whom
although they may not want to continue to study
a subject to GCSE level they can continue to enjoy
it for pleasure through our co-curriculum offer.
The development of pupil literacy including
language and oracy is at the forefront of our
curriculum as we understand how vital it is for
our pupils to build confidence in communication
skills not only for their time in school but also to
prepare them for working life. We ensure pupils
have opportunities in all subjects to discuss,
challenge and build on other points of view
and to develop their formality of language to
ensure they can have the confidence to speak to
different audiences. Literacy and Numeracy skills
are embedded across the curriculum. The school
ensures that pupils are literate and numerate

enabling them to flourish, thrive and access the next
stage of their education, employment or training.
Since our return to school, pupils have continued to
work hard and overcome challenges they have faced
by applying themselves to their curriculum. Faculties
have worked hard to refocus pupils, who we know
were ready to return, with the curriculum and we
would like to share some of the fantastic work the
pupils have been completing since their return…
In English, Year 11 have been revising inference and
character analysis in Macbeth in preparation for
their upcoming assessment.
In Science, Year 8 have
been practically
investigating the
relationship between
potential difference,
current and resistant
using circuit boards.
Understanding Ohms
Law is no easy feat!
In PE, Year 10 girls have been
exercising their leadership,
cooperation and
communication skills to devise
cheerleading sequences. Year
10 boys have been refining
their precision skills for penalty
shoot outs under high levels of
pressure – a test of their ability
to maintain composure and
sporting discipline!
In Art, Year 11 GCSE
coursework continues
with numeracy skills
being applied to
accurately create scaled
3D models of artwork.
Year 7 have been
magically ‘creating’ fire
using the oxygen gas
test
and challenged to think how the ‘magic’ is even
possible!

TEACHING & LEARNING
Year 11 Teacher Assessment Grades
Following the announcement of
GCSE examinations being withdrawn
for Year 11s, the Department for
Education (DfE) consulted with the
Joint Council for Qualification (JCQ) to
ensure pupils within the 2021 cohort
are not disadvantaged in their future
aspirations due to COVID-19. Early
March brought news that Year 11 pupils
would be required to evidence their
working grades to enable teachers to
formulate the grade awarded for all
courses they have studied as part of
their qualification suite.
What forms of evidence may be used to decide
a grade?
Class assessments completed from 22nd March
onwards:
D Mock Examination Results from Autumn 2020
D Non-examined assessment (NEA), if applicable
D Performance in practical elements of courses
e.g. PE, Music, Drama
D Work completed on Remote Education from
January to March 2021
D Class assessments which whole cohorts have
completed
D Classwork and homework completed during
the academic year if guarantees can be made
the work is solely the pupil whose name is attributed to the work
All forms of evidence must be reliable, robust and
valid and will lead to a representative grade being
generated.
When and how will the class assessments take
place?
Each Faculty has determined the volume and
schedule of assessments that they will be issuing
to pupils. Pupils have been informed of when
assessments for their courses will be held in
advance and are required to revise for these
to ensure they position themselves strongly

for completing them. Assessments will be
completed in class and are of a shorter length
than a classic examination.
What curriculum will be on an assessment?
Pupils can only be assessed on curriculum
which has been taught to them. Therefore, if
there were elements of a subject’s curriculum
which remained uncompleted given the partial
closure, this cannot be assessed in the upcoming
assessments. To a permitted extent, pupils have
been informed on which areas of the curriculum
they are required to focus on for their revision for
each assessment. By narrowing the curriculum,
as permitted, this takes into consideration the
time absent from face to face teaching, with the
intended impact being pupil progress being
promoted not inhibited.
How will The Barlow ensure grades submitted
to the exam board are robust and fair for
pupils?
The process is subject to quality assurance by
Faculties at each stage to ensure the nature of
assessments are robust and standardisation
procedures are in place. Furthermore, the Senior
Leadership Team will be undertaking steps to
ensure the process has been applied fairly and
robustly before submission of Teacher Assessed
Grades to examination boards. Once grades are
submitted, examination boards are undertaking
their own quality assurance to ensure all children
have receive a fair grade despite the disruption
due to the pandemic.

TEACHING & LEARNING
Curriculum - Key Stage 3

Key Stage Three Assessment Grids;
A further update on the changes to
the methods of Key Stage Three. All
Faculties have created Assessment
Grids which provide statements that
pupils are continually assessed against
to report progress. The terminology
within the grids is in alignment with
the Working Towards, Working At and
Working at Greater Depth used in
primary schools for Key Stage Two.
How are the Assessment Grids used?
Teachers plan and deliver lessons which align to
the curriculum statements on the grids. Pupil
progress is monitored against the Grids within a
sequence of lessons.
What does it mean if my child is Working at
Greater Depth?
If a Tracking Report shows progress as Working
at Greater Depth, your child has been able to
evidence in lessons work which achieves the
statements within this column.
Where can I find the Assessment Grids?
These are accessible per term on the school
website.
As a parent, how can I use the Assessment
Grids to support my child?
The Assessment Grids show the content pupils
need to achieve at each level. You can support
your child by ensuring they focus on securing
a Working Level or challenging themselves to
achieve the criteria in the Working Level above.
Assessment Grids on the school website:
https://thebarlowrchigh.co.uk/?page_id=6757

The development of
pupil literacy including
language and oracy
is at the forefront of
our curriculum for
working life. Literacy
and Numeracy skills are
embedded across the
curriculum.

THE WILLOW ROOM
Grand Opening

We have been very busy during this
most recent lockdown creating a new
space in our school!
Our Willow Room is part of the high quality
pastoral support offered at The Barlow. This
room will help pupils mental health and remove
any barriers to learning. During times of stress
and difficulty, the Willow Room can offer solace:
positive role models in the GIFT Team and
the Anti-Bullying Ambassadors can be found
there to support and help build resilience. Our
Willow Room can be used as a base for anyone
who needs it. It offers opportunity to expand
our activities: meditation, circle time, peer to
peer support, talk and reflect events, social
and communication groups and philosophical
activities.
A special service was lead by Mrs Lutman and Fr.
Michael Deas with members of the chaplaincy
team in attendance, to mark the grand opening
of the Willow Room. Fr. Michael blessed The
Willow Room after the service.
We hope that our Willow Room will allow us
the chance to develop spiritually as well as
academically – this is at the heart of our Catholic
Community.

A catholic school is the ideal
environment that enhances the
academic, personal and faith
formation of all God’s children
Gravissimum Educationis
6; Code of Canon Law
engagement in lessons. Even
though we may be physically
apart The Barlow support
network continues.

LENT AT THE BARLOW
Lenten Reflections

As with everything at the moment our
Lenten celebrations have been muted
by COVID restrictions but we have not
let it stop us marking the importance
of this season.
We were lucky enough to have a virtual reflection
for the start of Lent which we shared on Teams
and social media giving our pupils a chance to
think about the duties of Lent for us as a Catholic
Community.
Usually we would have our Reconciliation Day
where our local priests would come and offer
the Sacrament, we replaced this with special
Reconciliation Assemblies, where we reflected
on the importance of forgiving ourselves and
each other. Pupils considered the story of
Anthony Walker and, how his family were able
to put their Christian belief into action when he
was murdered at just 18, by being able to find it
in their hearts to forgive his killers. This week all

Family Groups will be taking part in a Chapel
Assembly, COVID safe of course! Here we will
think about things that we are sorry for and ask
God to forgive us.
On the last day of term we will be having a
Virtual Holy Week and Easter Liturgy for all
years. This will include readings, prayers, a
reflection including the Stations of the Cross,
an examination of conscience and a blessing
from Father Michael from St. Catherine’s. Music
has been recorded by three of our talented
musicians and 13 readers lead the ceremony.
We are so proud of how our pupils and staff
have adjusted to our new normal in school!
Watch out for our planned Charity Drive to
raise money for our school charities during the
Summer Term!

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
Switch Off Days & Challenges
During the National Lockdown we
challenged pupils to use one afternoon
a week to try some new skills and get
them away from looking at a screen!
Collapsing the usual home learning timetable
for Periods 4 and 5, we offered pupils a choice of
two enrichment tasks in line with the Personal
Development curriculum. This was a great success
and pupils enjoyed the challenges. Our children
had spent so much time working diligently on
Teams and this offered them an opportunity to
spend some time off screens and focused on
something that engaged them. It also supported
our ongoing commitment to the wellbeing of
pupils.
We offered a choice of tasks and we put guidelines/
instructions on what pupils needed to do on to
Teams and Social Media. Those in school also
completed a range of enrichment tasks. We asked
the pupils to send us pictures of their hard work
and there were prizes for the best activities. Pupils
enjoyed carrying out something different, even
the staff! The overall winner, Evan, won cinema
vouchers and our 5 runners up received Amazon
vouchers!

The School Council Year Teams decided
to launch ‘Year Group Challenges’ to
help pupils take time away from screens
during lockdown. There was a plethora
of entries in each year group. Year 7
and 8 decided to undertake baking
Challenges, Year 9 - The 100 challenge in
honour of Captain Tom and Year 10-The
Rap Challenge.
As well as this, the Senior Prefects, Head Girl and
Head Boy compiled video messages which went
out to all pupils during lockdown. They gave ideas
on how pupils could take care of their emotional
and physical well-being during the difficult period
when we were learning from home. They stressed
the importance of having time away from screens,
taking daily exercise and finding relaxing activities
such as reading and baking.
Harry - Year 7 Baking
Challenge Winner

Jimmy - Year 9 100
Challenge WInner
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